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Cruelty and Utopia In the midst of the space race and nuclear age, Soviet Realist artists were producing figurative oil
paintings. Why? How was art produced to control and co-opt the peripheries of the Soviet Union, particularly Central Asia?
Presenting the 'untold story' of Soviet Orientalism, Aliya Abykayeva-Tiesenhausen re-evaluates the imperial project of the
Soviet state, placing the Orientalist undercurrent found within art and propaganda production in the USSR alongside the
creation of new art forms in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. From the turmoil of the 1930s through to the postStalinist era, the author draws on meticulous new research and rich illustrations to examine the political and social
structures in the Soviet Union - and particularly Soviet Central Asia - to establish vital connections between Socialist Realist
visual art, the creation of Soviet identity and later nationalist sentiments.
Arc of Utopia The 'invisible masterpiece', then, is an unattainable ideal, an ideal that has both bewitched and bewildered
artists." "The Invisible Masterpiece is an unusual reconstruction of the history of the work of art since 1800, in which Hans
Belting explores and explains the dreams and fears, the triumphs and failures of modernity's painters and
sculptors."--BOOK JACKET.
Harald Szeemann This book examines utopias in classical political economy and is based on the papers presented by
leading scholars at the 22nd Heilbronn Symposium in the Economics and the Social Sciences. The book focuses on the
tension between the State and utopia (the State as utopia vs. utopia instead of a state). The contributors also study the
question of whether seafaring and landlocked states visualize the commonwealth differently and develop different utopias,
and it is concluded they do not. The volume therefore follows the refutation of the Schumpeterian Hypothesis that more
concentrated industries stimulate innovation. Though the hypothesis is refuted it still remains important, the chapters argue,
because it charts out an entire research program, serves as a benchmark of definite public and private sector boundaries,
and defines the grammar of discourse for constitutional economic policy in OECD states. These themes are explored in
detail through contributions by economists, philosophers, and social historians. The contributors examine utopias hitherto
never or rarely reviewed in the English language, making this book of interest to students and scholars in economics,
political science and the history of economic thought.
Petrified Utopia The Gesamtkunstwerk ('total work of art'), once a key concept in Wagner studies, has become problematic.
This book sheds light on this conundrum by first tracing the development of the concept in the 19th century through
selected examples, some of which include combinations of different art forms. It then focuses on the culmination of the
Gesamtkunstwerk in Wagner's theories and in the practice of his late music dramas, of which Der Ring des Nibelungen is
the most complete representation. Finally, the book contrasts the view of the Ring as a fusion of dramatic text and music
with the 20th century trend towards Deconstruction in Wagnerian productions and the importance of Rgie. Against this
trend a case is made here for a fresh critical approach and a reconsideration of the nature and basis for the fundamental
unity which has hitherto been widely perceived in Wagner's Ring. Approaches through Leitmotiv alone are no longer
acceptable. However, in conjunction with another principle, Moment, which Wagner insisted on combining with Motive,
these can be ingeniously 'staged' and steered to dramatic ends by means of musical dynamics and expressive devices
such as accumulation. Analysis of the two Erda scenes demonstrates how this complex combination of resources acts as a
powerful means of fusion of the musical and dramatic elements in the Ring and confirms its status as a Gesamtkunstwerk.
The State as Utopia This innovative work provides a state-of-the-art overview of current thinking about the development of
brand strategy. Unlike other books on branding, it approaches successful brand strategy from both the producer and
consumer perspectives. "The Science and Art of Branding" makes clear distinctions among the producer's intentions,
external brand realities, and consumer's brand perceptions - and explains how to fit them all together to build successful
brands. Co-author Sandra Moriarty is also the author of the leading Principles of Advertising textbook, and she and Giep
Franzen have filled this volume with practical learning tools for scholars and students of marketing and marketing
communications, as well as actual brand managers. The book explains theoretical concepts and illustrates them with reallife examples that include case studies and findings from large-scale market research. Every chapter opens with a minicase history, and boxed inserts featuring quotes from experts appear throughout the book. "The Science and Art of
Branding" also goes much more deeply than other works into the core concept of brand equity, employing new
measurement systems only developed over the last few years.
Vera Röhm The first generation of Russian modernists experienced a profound sense of anxiety resulting from the belief
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that they were living in an age of decline. What made them unique was their utopian prescription for overcoming the
inevitability of decline and death both by metaphysical and physical means. They intertwined their mystical erotic discourse
with European degeneration theory and its obsession with the destabilization of gender. In Erotic Utopia, Olga Matich
suggests that same-sex desire underlay their most radical utopian proposal of abolishing the traditional procreative family in
favor of erotically induced abstinence. 2006 Winner, CHOICE Award for Outstanding Academic Titles, Current Reviews for
Academic Libraries Honorable Mention, Aldo and Jean Scaglione Prize for Studies in Slavic Languages and Literatures,
Modern Language Association “Offers a fresh perspective and a wealth of new information on early Russian modernism. . .
. It is required reading for anyone interested in fin-de-siècle Russia and in the history of sexuality in general.”—Bernice
Glatzer Rosenthal, Slavic and East European Journal “Thoroughly entertaining.”—Avril Pyman, Slavic Review
Utopia as Method Born in Bern, Switzerland, in 1933, Harald Szeemann was a crucial force in identifying, exhibiting, and
writing about the important new movements in postwar contemporary art. This collection of seventy-four texts from the
curator’s vast body of written work—which includes essays, lectures, studio notes, reviews, interviews, correspondence, and
transcripts—introduces the depth of his method, insight, and inclusive artistic interests. The pieces have been translated
from German and French and collected in an informed, authoritative edition, making this the first time Szeemann’s work is
accessible in English. The first two sections of this volume republish Szeemann’s anthologies Museum der Obsessionen
(1981) and Individuelle Mythologien (1985). The final part assembles important writings from 1986 until his death in 2005 to
represent the later years of his career and round out a record of his contribution to and dialogue with later twentieth- century
art and artists. The book’s publication coincides with the opening of the Getty Research Institute’s exhibition Harald
Szeemann: Museum of Obsessions and complements its catalogue, as well as a contemporaneous satellite show at the
Institute of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, that focuses on Szeemann’s Grandfather exhibition (1974).
Strands of Utopia This landmark collection of illustrated essays explores the vastly underappreciated history of America's
other cities -- the great metropolises found south of our borders in Central and South America. Buenos Aires, So Paulo,
Mexico City, Caracas, Havana, Santiago, Rio, Tijuana, and Quito are just some of the subjects of this diverse collection.
How have desires to create modern societies shaped these cities, leading to both architectural masterworks (by the likes of
Luis Barragn, Juan O'Gorman, Lcio Costa, Roberto Burle Marx, Carlos Ral Villanueva, and Lina Bo Bardi) and the most
shocking favelas? How have they grappled with concepts of national identity, their colonial history, and the continued
demands of a globalized economy? Lavishly illustrated, Cruelty and Utopia features the work of such leading scholars as
Carlos Fuentes, Edward Burian, Lauro Cavalcanti, Fernando Oayrzn, Roberto Segre, and Eduardo Subirats, along with
artwork ranging from colonial paintings to stills from Chantal Akerman's film From the Other Side. Also included is a revised
translation of Spanish King Philip II's influential planning treatise of 1573, the "Laws of the Indies," which did so much to
define the form of the Latin American city.
Strains of Utopia Just as Chancellor Konrad Adenauer was seeking re-election on a campaign of "no experiments," art
avant-garde groups in West Germany were reviving the utopian impulse to unite art and society. Utopia and Dissent in West
Germany examines these groups and their legacy. Postwar artists built international as well as intergenerational networks
such as Fluxus, which was active in Düsseldorf, Wiesbaden, and Cologne, and the Situationist International based in Paris.
These groups were committed to undoing the compartmentalization of everyday life and the isolation of the artist in society.
And as artists recast politics to address culture and everyday life, they helped forge a path for the West German
extraparliamentary left. Utopia and Dissent in West Germany traces these connections and presents a chronological map of
the networks that fed into the extraparliamentary left as well as a geographical map of increasing radicalism as the locus of
action shifted to West Berlin. These two maps show that in West Germany artists and their interventions in the structures of
everyday life were a key starting point for challenging the postwar order.
A Kingdom Not of This World Featuring international contributions from leading and emerging scholars, this innovative
Research Handbook presents a panoramic view of how law sees visual art, and how visual art sees law. It resists the
conventional approach to art and law as inherently dissonant – one a discipline preoccupied with rationality, certainty and
objectivity; the other a creative enterprise ensconced in the imaginary and inviting multiple, unique and subjective
interpretations. Blending these two distinct disciplines, this unique Research Handbook bridges the gap between art and
law.
Spanish Lessons First Published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Style and Seduction After the financial crash and the great recession, the media rediscovered Karl Marx, socialist theory,
and the very idea that capitalism can be questioned. But in spite of the publicity, the main paths of contemporary critical
thought have gone unexplored outside of the academy. Benjamin Kunkel’s Utopia or Bust leads readers – whether
politically committed or simply curious – through the most important critical theory today. Written with the wit and verve of
Kunkel’s best-selling novel, Indecision, this introduction to contemporary Leftist thinkers engages with the revolutionary
philosophy of Slavoj Žižek, the economic analyses of David Graeber and David Harvey, and the cultural diagnoses of
Fredric Jameson. Discussing the ongoing crisis of capitalism in light of ideas of full employment, debt forgiveness, and
“fictitious capital,” Utopia or Bust is a tour through the world of Marxist thought and an examination of the basis of Western
society today.
Research Handbook on Art and Law A study of community visions of food and the relationship to other communal ideals,
including ethnicity, religious affiliation, and gender roles.
Erik Satie: Music, Art and Literature Erik Satie (1866-1925) was a quirky, innovative and enigmatic composer whose impact
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has spread far beyond the musical world. As an artist active in several spheres - from cabaret to religion, from calligraphy to
poetry and playwriting - and collaborator with some of the leading avant-garde figures of the day, including Cocteau,
Picasso, Diaghilev and René Clair, he was one of few genuinely cross-disciplinary composers. His artistic activity, during a
tumultuous time in the Parisian art world, situates him in an especially exciting period, and his friendships with Debussy,
Stravinsky and others place him at the centre of French musical life. He was a unique figure whose art is immediately
recognisable, whatever the medium he employed. Erik Satie: Music, Art and Literature explores many aspects of Satie's
creativity to give a full picture of this most multifaceted of composers. The focus is on Satie's philosophy and psychology
revealed through his music; Satie's interest in and participation in artistic media other than music, and Satie's collaborations
with other artists. This book is therefore essential reading for anyone interested in the French musical and cultural scene of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Central Asia in Art Both a sculptor and a photographer, German-born Vera Röhm is best known for her unorthodox
approach to visual art. Using a repertoire of only elementary geometrical shapes, Röhm’s incisions, mutilations, and crosssections of various materials evoke the very real challenges of restoration and reconstruction. Vera Röhm is the first
comprehensive collection of this contemporary artist’s work to be presented to an English-speaking public. It explores the
changing shape of Röhm’s art in such installations as Integrations and Shadow Objects, as her photographs of the Jaipur
Observatory, and works such as the cube series bearing the inscription “Night is the Earth’s Shadow,” which form part of a
significant corpus of work connected with language. Accompanied by essays from renowned poet and critic Eugen
Gomringer and the art historian Stephen Bann, Vera Röhm is lavishly illustrated with images from her exhibitions.
Tragedy's Endurance Richard Wagner (1813-1883) has often been regarded as a symbol of -Germanness.- Despite this
view, few studies have been undertaken regarding his nationalistic thinking. "Imagined Germany" focuses on Wagner's idea
of "Deutschtum," especially during the unification of Germany, 1864-1871. Salmi discusses how Wagner defined
Germanness, what stereotypes, ideas, and sentiments he attached to it, and what kind of state could realize Wagner's
national ideals."
Imagined Germany Previous edition: New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1997.
The Quest for the Gesamtkunstwerk and Richard Wagner Utopia should be understood as a method rather than a goal.
This book rehabilitates utopia as a repressed dimension of the sociological and in the process produces the Imaginary
Reconstitution of Society, a provisional, reflexive and dialogic method for exploring alternative possible futures.
The Spirit of Utopia "Adamson leads his readers through intricate debates with care and skill. Even the non-specialist
reader will come away with an understanding of the stakes in modernist studies."--Mary Gluck, author of Popular Bohemia:
Modernism and Urban Culture in Nineteenth-Century Paris "No serious student of the European avant-garde in the early
twentieth century will be able to overlook this subtle and impassioned attempt to rethink its history: its far-reaching ambitions
and its strategies for achieving them, its successes and its failures. Because of Adamson's distinctive perspective and the
breadth of his research, I persistently found myself being forced to rethink the history of the European avant-garde and
question some of my own assumptions and conclusions."--Robert Wohl, author of The Spectacle of Flight: Aviation and the
Western Imagination, 1920-1950
Utopia's Debris A Kingdom Not of This World uncovers a forgotten utopian discourse - largely inspired by and critically
responding to the works of Richard Wagner - that had significant influence upon the visual arts and music of fin-de-siècle
Vienna. Author Kevin Karnes considers music, visual artworks, and philosophical writings to reveal a powerful current of
millennial optimism running counter and parallel to the cultural pessimism widely associated with the period.
Utopia Gesamtkunstwerk DIVThe end of the modern and the emergence of the postmodern in 1960s philosophy, literature,
and popular culture./div
Eating in Eden For two centuries, Gesamtkunstwerk—the ideal of the “total work of art”—has exerted a powerful influence
over artistic discourse and practice, spurring new forms of collaboration and provoking debates over the political
instrumentalization of art. Despite its popular conflation with the work of Richard Wagner, Gesamtkunstwerk’s lineage and
legacies extend well beyond German Romanticism, as this wide-ranging collection demonstrates. In eleven compact
chapters, scholars from a variety of disciplines trace the idea’s evolution in German-speaking Europe, from its foundations
in the early nineteenth century to its manifold articulations and reimaginings in the twentieth century and beyond, providing
an uncommonly broad perspective on a distinctly modern cultural form.
Utopia or Bust This book is a scientific anthology and a text mosaic on the modern interior, its origins and its historic
development. In recent years, science has increasingly focused on the subject of the interior; this book investigates the
subject from different perspectives, the resumé of a symposium at the Sigmund Freud Museum in Vienna.
Phenomenologies of the City Gary Indiana is one of America's leading cultural critics—a public intellectual who has written
key essays on every aspect of American culture. Utopia's Debris comprises selections of his very best work, revealing him
to be an enormously acute, frequently scabrous, and always brilliant observer of the best and worst America has to offer.
His writings range from popular culture—trash novels, architectural wonders and horrors—to appreciations of the best of
modern literature, art, and cinema. They include his convincing (and highly entertaining) debunking of fashionable
conspiracy theories, a spirited and contrarian defense of Bill Clinton's autobiography, a Mencken-like examination of the rise
of Arnold Schwarzenegger and the politics of celebrity in what Indiana calls the Age of Contempt. A postmodern Emerson,
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Indiana wields scalpel-sharp wit and a fealty to logic on issues in which, all too often, irrationalism and emotionalism hold
sway. At times rigorously serious, at other times whimsical, Indiana's most conspicuous feature is skepticism—his wildly
satirical contempt for conventional wisdom.
The Invisible Masterpiece Taken together, these essays redefine the preconceived notion of Soviet happiness as the
product of official ideology imposed from above and expressed predominantly through collective experience, and provide
evidence that the formation of the concept of individual happiness was not contained by the limitations of important state
projects, controlled by state policies and aimed toward the creation of a new society.
Erotic Utopia Opening with an account of print portraiture facilitating Franz Liszt's celebrity status and concluding with Riot
Grrrl's noisy politics of feminism and performance, this interdisciplinary anthology charts the relationship between music and
the visual arts from late Romanticism and the birth of modernism to 'postmodernism', while crossing from Western art to the
Middle East. Focused on music as a central experience of art and life, these essays scrutinize 'the musicalisation of art'
focusing on the visual and performing arts and detailing significant instances of intra-art relations between c. 1840 and the
present day. Essays reflect on the aesthetic relationships of music to painting, performance and installation, sound-andsilence, time-and-space. The insistent influence of Wagner is considered as well as the work and ideas of Manet, Satie and
Cage, Thomas Wilfred, La Monte Young and Eliasson. What distinguishes these studies are the convictions that music is
never alone and that a full understanding of the “isms” of the last two hundred years is best achieved when music's
influential presence in the visual arts is acknowledged and interrogated.
The Total Work of Art Utopia Gesamtkunstwerk attempts to analyse a phenomenon, which has been hotly debated for more
than 100 years. Avant-garde art, in which the idea of the Gesamtkunstwerk (total/universal art-form) came into bloom, has
installed a first shift in meaning of the term as a unit of art and life.The desire to make society more worth living in and the
question, which life concepts are still or again valid, always have been at the centre of attention of modernist artistic work.
With all due scepticism, contemporary art as well as its theory have increasingly undertaken a re-reading of modernism,
seizing the figure of thought of the Gesamtkunstwerk and redefining the project.Especially the younger generation of artists
scrutinises its own artistic existence from an ethical viewpoint and discusses a new sense of responsibility in art. The
question of the Gesamtkunstwerk, its new or re-interpretation, is both an art historical as well as a social concern, which can
give new impetus.This publication on the exhibition Utopia Gesamtkunstwerk begins where Der Hang zum
Gesamtkunstwerk ended (Harald Szeemann's landmark show he curated in 1983), and based on more than 50 artists from
the 1950s until today presents a new view on the idea of the Gesamtkunstwerk gained from contemporary positions was
well as their formation over the last sixty years.Published on the occasion of the exhibition Utopia Gesamtkunstwerk at 21er
Haus, Vienna, 20 January - 20 May 2012.
Utopia and Dissent in West Germany Art historian Éva Forgács's book is an unusual take on the Bauhaus. She examines
the school as shaped by the great forces of history as well as the personal dynamism of its faculty and students. The book
focuses on the idea of the Bauhaus - the notion that the artist should be involved in the technological innovations of
mechanization and mass production - rather than on its artefacts. Founded in 1919 by the architect Walter Gropius and
closed down by the Nazis in 1933, the Bauhaus had to struggle through the years of Weimar Germany not only with its
political foes but also with the often-diverging personal ambitions and concepts within its own ranks. It is the inner conflicts
and their solutions, the continuous modification of the original Bauhaus idea by politics within and without, that make the
history of the school and Forgács's account of it dramatic.
Tracing Modernity Phenomenologies of the City: Studies in the History and Philosophy of Architecture brings architecture
and urbanism into dialogue with phenomenology. Phenomenology has informed debate about the city from social sciences
to cultural studies. Within architecture, however, phenomenological inquiry has been neglecting the question of the city.
Addressing this lacuna, this book suggests that the city presents not only the richest, but also the politically most urgent
horizon of reference for philosophical reflection on the cultural and ethical dimensions of architecture. The contributors to
this volume are architects and scholars of urbanism. Some have backgrounds in literature, history, religious studies, and art
history. The book features 16 chapters by younger scholars as well as established thinkers including Peter Carl, David
Leatherbarrow, Alberto Pérez-Gomez, Wendy Pullan and Dalibor Vesely. Rather than developing a single theoretical
statement, the book addresses architecture’s relationship with the city in a wide range of historical and contemporary
contexts. The chapters trace hidden genealogies, and explore the ruptures as much as the persistence of recurrent cultural
motifs. Together, these interconnected phenomenologies of the city raise simple but fundamental questions: What is the city
for, how is it ordered, and how can it be understood? The book does not advocate a return to a naive sense of ’unity’ or
’order’. Rather, it investigates how architecture can generate meaning and forge as well as contest social and cultural
representations.
Utopia Parkway Through an international range of case studies from the 1870s to the present, this volume analyzes
strategies of display in department stores and modern retail spaces. Established scholars and emerging researchers
working within a range of disciplinary contexts and historiographical traditions shed light on what constitutes modern retail
and the ways in which interior designers, architects, and artists have built or transformed their practice in response to the
commercial context.
Entangled
Utopia Limited Drawing on architectural and urban history, as well as philosophy and sociology, this title traces the 'modern'
project through its multifarious manifestation in order to understand contemporary culture.
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The Bauhaus Idea and Bauhaus Politics A recent surge of interest in Jewish patronage during the golden years of Vienna
has led to the question, Would modernism in Vienna have developed in the same fashion had Jewish patrons not been
involved? This book uniquely treats Jewish identification within Viennese modernism as a matter of Jews active fashioning
of a new language to convey their aims of emancipation along with their claims of cultural authority. In this provocative
reexamination of the roots of Viennese modernism, Elana Shapira analyzes the central role of Jewish businessmen,
professionals, and writers in the evolution of the city's architecture and design from the 1860s to the 1910s. According to
Shapira, these patrons negotiated their relationship with their non-Jewish surroundings and clarified their position within
Viennese society by inscribing Jewish elements into the buildings, interiors, furniture, and design objects that they financed,
produced, and co-designed. In the first book to investigate the cultural contributions of the banker Eduard Todesco, the
steel tycoon Karl Wittgenstein, the textile industrialist Fritz Waerndorfer, the author Peter Altenberg, the tailor Leopold
Goldman, and many others, Shapira reconsiders theories identifying the crisis of Jewish assimilation as a primary creative
stimulus for the Jewish contribution to Viennese modernism. Instead, she argues that creative tensions between Jews and
non-Jews - patrons and designers who cooperated and arranged well-choreographed social encounters with one another offer more convincing explanations for the formation of a new semantics of modern Viennese architecture and design than
do theories based on assimilation. This thoroughly researched and richly illustrated book will interest scholars and students
of Jewish studies, Vienna and Viennese culture, and modernism.
Architectures of Display When Dmitri Tiomkin thanked Johannes Brahms, Johann Strauss, Richard Strauss, and Richard
Wagner upon accepting the Academy Award for his score of The High and the Mighty in 1954, he was honoring a romantic
style that had characterized Hollywood's golden age of film composition from the mid-1930s to the 1950s. Exploring
elements of romanticism in film scores of composers ranging from Erich Korngold to Bernard Herrmann, Caryl Flinn argues
that films tended to link music to the sense of an idealized, lost past. Just as the score of Gone with the Wind captured the
grandeur of the antebellum South, others prompted flashbacks or suggested moments of emotional intensity and sensuality.
Maintaining that many films treated this utopian impulse as a female trait, Flinn investigates the ways Hollywood genre
films--particularly film noir and melodrama--sustained the connection between music and nostalgia, utopia, and femininity.
The author situates Hollywood film scores within a romantic aesthetic ideology, noting compositional and theoretical
affinities between the film composers and Wagner, with emphasis on authorship, creativity, and femininity. Pointing to the
lasting impact of romanticism on film music, Flinn draws from poststructuralist, Marxist, feminist, and psychoanalytic
criticism to offer fresh insights into the broad theme of music as an excessive utopian condition.
Private Utopia From 1970–1990, architecture experienced a revision as part of the post-modern movement. The critical
attitude to the functionalistic Moderne style and the influence of semiotics and philosophical trends, such as
phenomenology, on architectural theory led to an increased interest in its history, expression, perception, and context. In
addition, architectural heritage and the care of architectural monuments gained importance. This development also
increasingly challenged the ideologically based division between East and West. Instead of emphasizing the differences,
the search was for a joint cultural heritage. The contributions in this volume question terms such as "Moderne" and "postmodern", and show how architecture could again represent local, regional, and national identity.
The Science and Art of Branding "The poetic is an abiding yet elusive qualification within the discursive system of twentiethcentury French literature. No longer amenable to formal assignment, its recurrences delimit a shifting, multi-layered practice
of artistic and intellectual (self-) invention. This study attempts to outline certain durable properties of that practice by
confronting it with the complex theoretical and spatial metaphor of utopia. Drawing, in particular, upon the oeuvres of Victor
Segalen (1878-1919), Rene Daumal (1908-44) and Yves Bonnefoy (b. 1923), it traces poetic work - work done in support of
poetic difference - along the social, physical and textual axes of what is argued to be a sustained and radically inclusive
utopian practice within the literary field. The complex utopian quality of poetic work is linked to the cultural persistence of the
poetic as a simple attribute within literary practice. In uncovering this link, the study encourages revised understandings of
both the poetic and the utopian in the modern French literary context."
Arnold Wesker Although Lenin and his fellow revolutionaries never called themselves Utopians—believing strictly in a
science of revolution, they considered Utopians to be merely dreamers—they were enormously inspired by the grand
humanitarian aims of the French Revolution of 1789. Taking up this French revolutionary agenda and reinforcing it with
German philosophy, Russians formed a beautiful vision in which an imaginary theology blended with a premier role for art.
Arc of Utopia offers a fresh look at these German philosophical origins of the Russian Revolution. In the book, Lesley
Chamberlain explains how influential German philosophers like Kant, Schiller, and Hegel were dazzled by contemporary
events in Paris, and how this led a century later to an explosion of art and philosophy in the Russian streets, with a longrepressed people reinventing liberty, equality, and fraternity in their own cultural image. Chamberlain examines how some
of the greatest Russian names of the nineteenth-century—from Alexander Herzen to Mikhail Bakunin, Ivan Turgenev to
Fyodor Dostoevsky—defined their visions for Russia in relationship to their views on German enthusiasm for revolutionary
France. With the centenary of the Russian Revolution approaching, Arc of Utopia is an important and timely revisioning of
this tumultuous moment in history.
Re-Framing Identities How technologies, from the mechanical to the computational, have transformed artistic performance
practices. This ambitious and comprehensive book explores technology's influence on artistic performance practices in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries. In Entangled, Chris Salter shows that technologies, from the mechanical to the
computational--from a "ballet of objects and lights" staged by Diaghilev's Ballets Russes in 1917 to contemporary
technologically-enabled "responsive environments"--have been entangled with performance across a wide range of
disciplines. Salter examines the rich and extensive history of performance experimentation in theater, music, dance, the
visual and media arts, architecture, and other fields; explores the political, social, and economic context for the adoption of
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technological practices in art; and shows that these practices have a set of common histories despite their disciplinary
borders. Each chapter in Entangled focuses on a different form: theater scenography, architecture, video and image
making, music and sound composition, body-based arts, mechanical and robotic art, and interactive environments
constructed for research, festivals, and participatory urban spaces. Salter's exhaustive survey and analysis shows that
performance traditions have much to teach other emerging practices--in particular in the burgeoning fields of new media.
Students of digital art need to master not only electronics and code but also dramaturgy, lighting, sound, and scenography.
Entangled will serve as an invaluable reference for students, researchers, and artists as well as a handbook for future
praxis.
Music, Art and Performance from Liszt to Riot Grrrl Though unjustly neglected by English-language audiences, Spanish film
and television not only represent a remarkably influential and vibrant cultural industry; they are also a fertile site of
innovation in the production of “transmedia” works that bridge narrative forms. In Spanish Lessons, Paul Julian Smith
provides an engaging exploration of visual culture in an era of collapsing genre boundaries, accelerating technological
change, and political-economic tumult. Whether generating new insights into the work of key figures like Pedro Almodóvar,
comparing media depictions of Spain’s economic woes, or giving long-overdue critical attention to quality television series,
Smith’s book is a consistently lively and accessible cultural investigation.
Embattled Avant-Gardes This volume sets out a novel approach to theatre historiography, presenting the history of
performances of Greek tragedies in Germany since 1800 as the history of the evolving cultural identity of the educated
middle class throughout that period. Philhellenism and theatromania took hold in this milieu amidst attempts to banish the
heavily French-influenced German court culture of the mid-eighteenth century, and by 1800 performances of Greek
tragedies had effectively become the German answer to the French Revolution. Tragedy's subsequent endurance on the
German stage is mapped here through the responses of performances to particular political, social, and cultural milestones,
from the Napoleonic Wars and the Revolution of 1848 to the Third Reich, the new political movements of the 1960s and
1970s, and the fall of the Berlin Wall and reunification. Images of ancient Greece which were prevalent in the productions of
these different eras are examined closely: the Nazi's proclamation of a racial kinship between the Greeks and the Germans;
the politicization of performances of Greek tragedies since the 1960s and 1970s, emblematized by Marcuse's notion of a
cultural revolution; the protest choruses of the GDR and the subsequent new genre of choric theatre in unified Germany. By
examining these images and performances in relation to their respective socio-cultural contexts, the volume sheds light on
how, in a constantly changing political and cultural climate, performances of Greek tragedies helped affirm, destabilize, restabilize, and transform the cultural identity of the educated middle class over a volatile two hundred year period.
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